
No Place Like Home Mini Album Tutorial 
 

 
 

To start, you’ll need the Love You Banner Cut File. Size the banners to 3 3/8” wide. You’ll need a 
total of six. 
 



 
 
Now you’ll need the Hearth & Home Creative Kit as well as the Hearth & Home Add On Kit 1 & 
2. 
 
From the Hearth & Home Add On Kit 2, you’ll need the 6x8 paper pad. Choose six patterned 
papers. Trace the banners on each of the papers twice and cut them out. Distress the edges of 
all of the banners. Adhere one of the patterned papers to each side of the banner, making sure 
that the front and back match and continue having both the left and right side of each banner 
match. Once all the pieces have been adhered, stitch around the banners as desired.  
 



 
 
Out of the frames embellishments package, you’ll need the house. Trace the top of the house 
around a piece of patterned paper out of the 6x8 paper pad. Cut the top of the house out. Cut 
the scallop border from the Fall Title Cut File Bundle out of a piece of dark grey color vibe 
cardstock.  Trim the banner down to 3 1/8”. Out of the Journal Bits  package, you’ll need the 
red flower bunch. From the Page Pieces – So Very Blessed, you’ll need the green flower bunch, 
the green scallop rectangle and the no place like home strip. From the patterned sheets out of 
the Hearth & Home Creative Kit, you’ll need to cut the heart rectangle out of the cut apart.  



 
 
Adhere the patterned paper roof to the backside of the house. Adhere the heart rectangle ¾” 
from the right and 5/8” from the top of the front page banner. Foam square the house to 
middle of the banner, so that the house sits slightly overtop of the heart rectangle. Use 
adhesive and foam squares to adhere the red flower bunch to the top left side of the house. 
Adhere the scallop border to the bottom of the scallop rectangle. Adhere the scallop rectangle 
to the bottom right side of the house as desired. Adhere the green flower bunch to the left side 
of the scallop rectangle. Adhere the no place like home word strip to the middle of the scallop 
rectangle as desired. Add three foam hearts as desired from the foam stickers. 



 
 
Now we will work on Page 1 & 2 
 
Cut a piece of the cream color vibe that measures 3” x 4”. Out of the Journal Bits, you’ll need 
the card with vases on the left hand side. From the cut apart papers, cut out the live simply 
image. Cut away the wood ledges. Distress the edges of all of the pieces.  



 
 
From the Tag patterned paper, cut out one of the tags. Distress the edges of the tag. Punch a 
hole at the top of the tag and tie a piece of white twine through the hole. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 

Cut a piece of the cream color vibe that measures 3” x 4”. Out of the Bits & Pieces, you’ll need 
the two houses, a yellow heart and the Love Lives Here word strip. Distress the edges of the 
cream cardstock piece. 
 
 
 



 
 
Apply adhesive to three side of the  3x4 cardstock piece, 3/8” from the right hand side on page 
1 . Slide in the vase journal piece. Use foam squares to adhere the live simply banner in the 
bottom left corner of the cardstock piece. Add three enamel dots to the top right corner of the 
cardstock piece. If adding photos, I would suggest adding your photos first before adhering the 
live simply banner and the enamel dots.  
 

 
Adhere the  3x4 cardstock piece, 3/8” from the left hand side on page 2 . Use foam squares and 
adhesive to adhere the two houses in the bottom right corner of the cardstock piece. Adhere 



the Love Live Here word strip to the left of the houses. Adhere the yellow heart by the houses 
as desired. If adding photos, I would suggest adding your photos first before adhering the 
houses and word strip. 
 
 

 
 
Now we will work on Page 3 & 4. 
 
Cut a piece of the mustard color vibe that measures 3” x 4”. Cut out the Leaf background from a 
piece of green color vibe cardstock. Cut a piece off so that you have four leaves. Distress the 
edges of the mustard cardstock piece.  
 



 
 
 
From the Tag patterned paper, cut out one of the tags. Distress the edges of the tag. Punch a 
hole at the top of the tag and tie a piece of white twine through the hole. 
 



 
 
 
Cut a piece of the mustard color vibe that measures 3” x 4”. Cut another strip off the scallop 
border that measures 4” long. From the Page Pieces you’ll need the bird sitting on the branch 
on the yellow flower bunch.  Distress the edges of the mustard cardstock piece.  
 



 
 
Adhere the leaf piece to the left hand side of Page 3. Adhere the mustard cardstock piece 3/8” 
from the right of the right hand side of page 1.  From the sticker book, add the heart border to 
the bottom part of the cardstock piece. Adhere one of the houses with a flower on it from the 
sticker book in the left hand corner of the cardstock piece. From the foam stickers, adhere the 
memories label to the right of the house.  If adding photos, I would suggest adding your photos 
first before adding the other embellishments.   
 
 
 



 
 
Adhere the scallop piece to the right  hand side of  the cardstock piece. Adhere the mustard 
cardstock piece 3/8” from the left  of the left  hand side of page 4. Adhere the flower bunch to 
the right hand side of the cardstock piece as desired.   From the sticker book, add the Home 
sticker  to the bottom left of the flower bunch.  If adding photos, I would suggest adding your 
photos first before adding the other embellishments.   
 
 

 
 
Now we will work on Page 5 & 6 



 
Cut a piece of the cream color vibe that measures 3” x 4”. Cut out the Leaf Border from the Fall 
Title Cut File Bundle out of  a dark grey color vibe cardstock. Cut a the leaf border down to 3”. 
From the Page Pieces, you’ll need the green heart and the so happy together strip. Cut the 
white around the happy together strip. From the Bits & Pieces Package, you’ll need the square 
heart. From the Journal Bits, you’ll need the yellow flower bunch.  Distress the edges of the 
cream cardstock piece.  
 
 

 
 
Cut a piece of cream color vibe that measures 3” x 4”. Cut out the Chevron Border from the 
Hello Fall Cut File Bundle from a piece of dark grey color vibe cardstock. Cut the border down to 
4”.  From the Bits & Pieces package, you’ll need the three vase image and the family is saying. 
From the Page Pieces package, you’ll need three hearts. Distress the edges of the cream 
cardstock piece.  
 



 
 
From the Tag patterned paper, cut out the flower/leaf  tag. From the Bits and Pieces Package, 
you’ll need the Love makes strip. From the Page Pieces, you’ll need the house with red flowers 
and the branch as well as the flower branch.  Distress the edges of the tag. 
 

 



Adhere the cream cardstock piece 3/8” from the right of the right hand side of page 5. Adhere 
the leaf border to the left hand side of the cream cardstock piece. Foam square the flower to 
the bottom left side of the cream cardstock piece. In amongst the flower adhere the green 
heart and the square heart. Use adhesive and foam squares to adhere the so Happy Together 
strip to the right of the flower. If adding photos, I would suggest adding your photos first before 
adding the other embellishments.   
 

 
 
Foam square the house to right side of the tag. Adhere the flower branch and leaf branch to the 
bottom left of the house. Adhere the Love makes strip to the bottom portion of the tag. Add 
three enamel dots around the house as desired. Punch a hole at the top of the tag and tie a 
piece of twine through the hole. 



 
 
Adhere the cream cardstock piece 3/8” from the left of the left hand side of page 6.  Adhere the 
chevron border to the bottom portion of the cream cardstock piece. Foam square the vases to 
the bottom right corner of the cardstock piece. Adhere the hearts in amongst the vases. Use 
adhesive and foam squares to adhere the family is saying to the bottom portion of the vases as 
desired.  If adding photos, I would suggest adding your photos first before adding the other 
embellishments.   
 



 
 
Now we will work on Page 7 & 8 
 
Cut a piece of the mustard color vibe that measures 3” x 4”. From the Bits & Pieces, you’ll need 
the green vase, stay a while banner and the embrace the chaos word strip. From the Journaling 
Bits, you’ll need the plaid piece.  Distress the edges of the mustard cardstock piece.  
 

 



 
From the Tag patterned paper, cut out one of the quote tags.  

 
 
Cut a piece of the mustard color vibe that measures 3” x 4”. Cut a piece off of the leaf 
background so that you have four leaves. Distress the edges of the mustard cardstock piece.  
 



 
 
Apply adhesive to three side of the  3x4 cardstock piece, 3/8” from the right hand side on page 
7 . Slide in the plaid journal piece. Use foam squares to adhere the green vase in the bottom left 
corner of the cardstock piece. Adhere the embrace the chaos word strip to the right of the 
green vase. Adhere the stay a while banner to the top right side of the cardstock piece. If 
adding photos, I would suggest adding your photos first before adding embellishments.  
 

 
 



Adhere three of the foam heart stickers from the foam sticker sheet around the quote on the 
tag as desired. Punch a hole at the top of the tag. Tie a piece of twine through the hole at the 
top of the tag. 
 

 
 
Adhere the leaf piece to the right hand side of Page 8. Adhere the mustard cardstock piece 3/8” 
from the left of the left hand side of page 8.  From the sticker book, foam square two of the 
houses to the bottom right corner of the cardstock piece. From the sticker book, you’ll also 
need two of the flower bunches, adhere them to the top left and bottom right side of the 
houses. From the cardstock stickers, adhere the you are my home strip to the left of the houses 
at the bottom of the cardstock piece. If adding photos, I would suggest adding your photos first 
before adding the other embellishments.   



 

 
 
Now we will work on Page 9 & 10 
 
Cut a piece of the cream color vibe that measures 3” x 4”. Cut the leaf with berries out of the 
Hello Fall Cut File Bundle from a piece of dark grey color vibe cardstock. Cut the oone of the 
leaves from the Fall Title Cut File Bundle from a piece of dark grey color vibe cardstock. Distress 
the edges of the cream cardstock piece.  
 



 
 
From the tag cut apart, cut out the house tag. Distress the edges of the tag. 



 
 
Cut a piece of the cream color vibe that measures 3” x 4”. Cut a piece off of the scallop border 
that measures 3”. From the Bits & Pieces you’ll need the ah! There is nothing rectangle quote. 
Distress the edges of the cream cardstock piece.  
 



 
 
Adhere the cream 3x4 cardstock piece, 3/8” from the right hand side on page 9. Adhere the 
leaves as desired on the left hand side of the cream cardstock piece.  From the foam sticker 
sheet, adhere the you are my home house and three of the small hearts as desired on the 
bottom left side of the cardstock piece, sitting over top of the leaves. Add three enamel dots to 
the top right corner of the cardstock piece.  If adding photos, I would suggest adding your 
photos first before adding embellishments.  
 
 



 
 
Add a bit of patterned paper to the back of the Let’s stay home foam sticker from the foam 
stickers package. Adhere the word strip to the bottom of the house, having ½” hang over the 
right hand side of the tag. Punch a hole at the top of the tag. Tie a piece of twine through the 
hole on the tag.  



 
 
Adhere the scallop border to the right hand side of the cream cardstock piece. Adhere the 
cream cardstock piece, 3/8” from the left  hand side on page 10. From the sticker book, you’ll 
need the wood scallop border, adhere it to the bottom of the cardstock piece, cut off the 
excess. From the cardstock sticker sheet, adhere the green flower bunch to the bottom right 
corner of the cream cardstock piece. Use foam squares to adhere the ah! There rectangle to the 
left of the flower bunch. Choose two small hearts from the Foam stickers and adhere around 
the flower bunch as desired.  If adding photos, I would suggest adding your photos first before 
adding embellishments.  
 
 
 



 
 
Page 11 is just the match to the front page of the mini album.  
 
For assembling the book, between each page there is a tag. To bind the mini album I used my 
Cinch Machine and 1” white wires.  
 

 


